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important factor, however, is ruggedness. The hilliness of the country
makes it possible to build a vast "number of "tanks" or small ponds. A
simple dam of earth is thrown across a small valley in the dry season,
and a runway is prepared to carry off the extra water. When the rains
come in the summer a pond is formed, and when it is filled the extra
water runs off without spoiling the dam. As soon as the ground begins
to get dry after the rainy season is over, the water is led to the fields, a little
at a time as long as it lasts. This makes it possible for the Indian peasants
to depend fully on crops for a living. The tanks are not an unmixed
blessmg, for tteyiirc grea"t places for mosquitoes. India suffers terribly
from malaria.
*~ Another reason why regions of the scrub forest and savanna type have
a denser population in India than elsewhere js^the monsoon winds, which
will be discussed in a later chapter. These, togedier~with the presence of
the ocean on both sides of the Indian Peninsula, makejhe rainfall more
reliable and more prolonged tlSETTn the "other areas. Moreover, aTarge
part^pr' t&eTDcccan 'Plateau Tias" an unusually good volcanic^soil. It is
called "cgtton soil" because a good deal^Frathefshort cotton is raised in it.
The other crops~of this part of India include some rice. As a rule,
however, there is not enough water for rice, andtKat crop is raised mainly
in the coastal regions and the lower Ganges Valley where the natural
vegetation is of the jungle type. The people in the drier parts have to
rely largely on a poorer kind o£ food in the form ofj'iowar" and other
millets. Many chick peas are also raised, together with some corn in the
south and wheat in the north. If the rain comes at the right time, these
crops grow fairly well, but when it is unduly delayed, or insufficient,
terrible famines occur. The total amount produced by each family is
surprisingly small. Often it is scarcely more than enough to keep people
alive, even in ordinary years, with practically nothing to sell. Hence it is
not strange that the village people live in little huts thatched with grass,
dress in a single sheet of cheap cotton cloth which lasts a long time, and
make their own pottery, baskets, and even cloth. Nevertheless, they are
able to maintain a higher type of civilization than the aborigines of
Australia, the Indians of South America, and the cattle people of Africa
in similar climates. They even have several good-sized cities such as
Hyderabad, Poona, Delhi, and Lahore.
QUESTIONS, EXERCISES, AND PROBLEMS
i. (a) Write an advertisement for a land company with large holdings in (i)
the llanos or savanna of Venezuela, and (2) the equatorial rainforest there. Let
every statement be absolutely true, but emphasize the advantages. Would rice
(A3po) figure in your advertisement? Explain.

